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Thank you for downloading this report
You’re about to discover 7 insights gleaned from 13 years of advising, mentoring and helping the owners
and managers of accountancy firms grow their fees and grow their profits
Rather than hear about theory and principles, you’ll
be learning how other accountancy firms have actually
increased fees and profits:
•

•

•

One 3-partner firm I consult with has recently
experienced organic fee increases of £35,000 per
month for 18 months consecutively by habitually
using the insight learned from big mistake 3
Another 2-partner firm has enjoyed their most
profitable year ever. Both partners are very
optimistic that this is going to increase further in the
coming years thanks to the 7 insights you’re about to
learn. In particular they have fully embraced and are
actively avoiding big mistake 7
A 10-partner firm is now enjoying success at crossselling at a level they have never seen before mostly
by applying insight numbers 3, 4 and 5 in this report

Because I want to prove 3 things to you:
I want to prove to you that it’s worth your
attention, it’s worth your time and it’s worth taking
action on at least one of the 7 insights
I want to prove to you that you can make more
money more easily by taking Remarkable Practice
seriously
And, if you’re committed to growing your firm,
I want to prove to you that it’s worth investigating
Remarkable Practice further by reading our blog and
checking out our products

13 years Paul Shrimpling has acted as an

IMPORTANT: the Oxford English Dictionary definition

adviser, trainer and non-executive director to

of remarkable is ‘worthy of notice’. This report has been

owners and directors of accountancy firms.

written so that you think it is ‘worthy of notice’.

Paul has also been a guest speaker for the
ICAEW, ACCA and CIMA. Every year he also

Read through these
and 7 these
insights and you are immediately in a position to make
more money – more easily – more often.

“Paul’s approach invites us to develop focused action/
systemisation as the weekly game progresses. I didn’t
have to say much to the team. We have found that some
of the answers were already within us. As a result,
since they have willingly bought in, progress has been
remarkable. Implementation has become a pleasure,
rather than just an intention.”
Nick Price, EuraAudit, Harrogate

But why am I giving away 7 seriously valuable insights
for free?

delivers keynote presentations on behalf of
accountancy firms to their clients.
You’ll find more about Paul at the
Remarkable Practice website here... with
hyperlink to www.remarkablepractice.com
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Let’s get started with
BIG MISTAKE No.1
and how to avoid it
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Avoid BIG MISTAKE No.1
Not taking habitual action when you
see something you know you should do

If you are serious about growing your accountancy firm then you must
DO something. You must do something HABITUALLY…
insights you gain from these pages.

why every Alcoholics Anonymous meeting starts by
acknowledging that old habits do not die:
“My name is Paul and I’m an alcoholic...”

Here’s why committed, habitual action is an
absolute necessity:
Accountants around the world read books, attend
seminars and workshops and go on training courses.
They see and hear about a ‘killer’ idea they must
implement in their firm.
Then what happens?
They then return to their office, they return to the
pressure of emails, client calls, filing deadlines,
team issues, HMRC issues, lost clients, won clients,
networking, payroll issues, and much more.
And before they have chance to implement their new
‘killer’ idea they’ve got sucked into doing what they
have always done. And they’ve got sucked into doing it
the same way they’ve always done it.

The science of habits…
Many research studies about the science of habits prove
that this famous phrase is totally wrong:
“Old habits die hard.”
The science proves that old habits don’t die. It’s also

And because old habits don’t die, guess what? You, your
people, indeed everyone finds it hard to change their
behaviour – old habits creep back in, time and time again.
So your focus must not be on change, but must be
on habit change. See if this helps focus your mind on
habitual action...

Time to be afraid, very afraid!
The world of accountancy is changing at a rapid rate of
knots and unless you change something you run the risk
of failing through inaction:
•

•
•

Cloud accounting is here and must be part of your
firm’s strategic plan - KPMG have invested £40million
in cloud technology so they can take your clients
away from you – check out the KPMG new cloud
offering here. The PWC offer is even scarier, take a
look here.
Outsourcing is influencing the speed and cost of
doing accounts
Mobile technology is changing the face of all
business including accountancy

Stand still, take no action, and these big changes will

pass you by and your firm will stutter, stall and take a
nose dive in profits.
Work out how to adapt and adopt the most relevant
insight you find in this report and you’re half-way there.
Work out how to make the most relevant insight part of
your daily or weekly habits and you’ll make it.
Turn just one of these 7 insights into a new habit, and
make it yours, and you can be optimistic about your
future. Take habitual action and you should win, big time.
If you want more on the science of habit check out this
4-page report and the accompanying support tools for you
and your people.

business breakthroughs
in minutes

www.remarkablepractice.com
01773 821689

How to grow your business
by making the most of
every day...
Wouldn’t it be great if every day
and every week you achieved
greater results for your business?
What if, instead of working hard
and feeling as though you’re
getting nowhere, you feel a sense
of progress for your business
every day?
Here’s a bitesize business
breakthrough you can start
implementing today!

©PixelEmbargo/Shutterstock

This report is useless unless you take habitual action from the

In a nutshell
What you achieve in life and business is
determined wholly by how you use the 24
hours of every day.
If the research is true, and there’s lots of
it, for half of our waking hours we behave
habitually, we’re on autopilot (one study
suggests 90% of the day!).
Only when you change your habits (redirect your autopilot) will you achieve the
success you seek. Apply the 5 habit triggers
and you can!
You want your people in your business to
achieve more,don’t you?
You want to achieve more yourself.
Learning and applying the science of habit

change is your only hope. However…
You know the phrase?
“Old Habits Die Hard”
It’s wrong!

Here’s a simple solution…
What’s reassuring is there are only
5 signs, 5 triggers, 5 cues you must be
aware of to get the habit change and
the results you want.
Recognise and manage these 5
triggers/cues to get control of your
autopilot, change your habits and
improve your results.

BB-aw-rp-habits.indd 1

The research suggests habits do not die
at all!
That’s why the phrase “…it’s like riding a
bike” rings so true.
It’s also why Alcoholics Anonymous is
recognised as one of the most successful
change management programmes of all
time. At the start of every AA meeting they
greet each other with the phrase; “Hello, my
name is …, and I’m an alcoholic”.
They are acknowledging their old drinking
habit still exists. Old habits don’t die.
Your job is to REPLACE your old habits with
new habits, bad habits with good habits.
When you do, your results improve.

22/04/2014 16:15

BIG MISTAKE

2

SELF
PROMOTION

Are you now ready to
take habitual action on
big mistake number 2?
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Avoid BIG MISTAKE No.2
Stop wasting time, effort and energy
telling everyone how good you are

If you’re the only person telling everyone how good you are,
nobody will believe you…
There’s a fine art to marketing and selling accountancy
services.
Marketing and selling accountancy services must have
one thing front and central at all time.

You MUST maintain ‘trusted adviser’ status
at all time.
Why? Because business owners see their accountant as
their No.1 trusted adviser – according to the FSB survey
of more than 30,000 business owners. If you lose a
business owner’s trust you’ll lose them as a client.

Trust is crucial when marketing your firm…
If you can’t establish trust with a prospective business
owner client, they won’t buy from you. They’ll choose
one of your competitors, a competitor they trust more
than they trust you!
If they don’t trust you to do a good job for them, a
business owner will not buy from you, no matter what
your fees are.

Here’s the rub…
Every marketing and selling action you take either
contributes to, or detracts from, the trust between you
and your buyer or customer.

If any aspect of your marketing or selling is not
improving your trusted adviser status, then it is reducing
your trusted adviser status and should be stopped.

studies to demonstrate how good they are.

Here’s how you build trust by helping…

In our experience very few accountancy firms use case
studies well enough or have enough of them to use.

When someone you know tells you how good a
restaurant is, or how good a car dealership performs,
you believe them don’t you? You trust them.

What are you doing to match or outperform these case
study efforts?

Here’s a story about an accountancy firm…

Strangers influence your choices.

Rob Walsh, Managing Director at Clear Vision
Accountancy Group in Wiltshire, wanted to run an event
to establish his name in the dental market. The aim was
to showcase how good his firm was at working with
dentists.

Strangers influence your clients’ and prospects’
choices too.

Rather than showcase his firm himself he arranged for
some dental clients to tell their stories instead.

The thing is you’ll also believe and trust a stranger more
than you’ll trust a salesperson. It’s why the 5 star ratings
on Amazon and TripAdvisor are so powerful.

So why not share stories about strangers?
You help a business owner when you share a story about
another business owner.
Other business owners who’ve worked with you can
demonstrate what it’s like to work with you. Even
though these are stories about strangers, they still help
other business owners appreciate how you work.
Here’s KPMG using video case studies to ‘sell’ their small
business services and demonstrate how good they are.
Here’s Clear Vision Accountancy Group using video case

Because their stories also involved Clear Vision, the
audience received a credible insight about Rob’s firm and
he won lots of valuable work as a result.

Here’s Rob telling his story (and also ours!):

3
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“Paul steered us towards a simple idea –
storytelling in our marketing. One that has
resulted in positive results at every event we
run. And you can see the idea turn up in every
marketing activity we now do (clients now tell
their story and ours in videos on our website).
“The story idea has consistently proved its
weight in gold. When we first used the idea
at a dental event, it resulted in 25 high-value
prospective clients inviting us to meet for two
hours to discuss their plans and how we can work
together.
“This turned into 9 new high-value clients
with fees of £105,000 between them – which
translates into a lifetime value of £525,000.
Naturally we’re pleased with this outcome.
“We continue to apply the storytelling idea and
are currently refining our processes for this with
Paul.”

So what should you do?

If you want to dig deeper into the power and the pay off

You should... YOU MUST, get your customers to tell your
story for you through your case studies

you get from telling great stories go here.

•
•

study stories and see several examples of both written

•
•

Avoiding this mistake is all about a fundamental
application of this marketing truth:
People don’t believe you, but they do believe
your customers
So if you want to avoid losing ‘trusted adviser’ status
avoid selling yourself. You’ll then be successful at
growing your firm’s fees and profits:
•
•

Rob Walsh, Managing Director, Clear Vision Accountancy Group

•

The mistake you must avoid is telling your
own story…

•

Invite, encourage, entice your clients to share their
stories about you through case studies and testimonials
(in print and video).
Rob and his team turned this KILLER MISTAKE on its head
and put it to work for them – it paid off handsomely.
Shouldn’t you do the same?

Just like KPMG are doing with their many case studies
Just like Rob tells his story and my story above, and
tells another right at the end of this report
And just like Neil King tells his story on page 7
And just like Andrew Botham at Mayes Business
Partnership in Accrington did in October. Andrew got
five of his customers to tell their story at an event,
with almost 50 business owners present. You can
meet Andrew and what he achieved in the mini
case-study testimonial on the page after next.

Encourage your clients to tell their stories about you
Capture many more testimonials and many more
case studies
Put case study stories on your website like Rob does
at Clear Vision Accountancy Group
And use your case study stories and testimonials
throughout your sales and marketing efforts

If you want to investigate two ways of capturing case
and video case studies go here.

business breakthroughs
in minutes

www.remarkablepractice.com
01773 821689

How to use the power of
storytelling to increase
sales revenue…
Wouldn’t it be great if you could
achieve more sales for the same
marketing time, same marketing
effort and same marketing
spend?
Increase the sales revenues from
your existing marketing and your
business grows without it costing
you a penny more!

©RetroClipArt/RomanYa/Shutterstock

“We were so impressed with Paul’s content and
presentation we signed Paul up to work with us
on sales and marketing strategy and to attend
our board meetings.

Here’s a bitesize business
breakthrough you can start
implementing today...

In a nutshell
You make more proﬁt and generate more
sales when you make every marketing
£pound you spend work harder for you.
You make your marketing work harder for
you when your marketing messages put the
power of story-telling to work.
Let me quickly explain…
1. You may be getting visitors to your
website, but too few are taking any action
2. It could be you’ve written a brochure and
nothing happens, even though you send
your brochure out to everybody!
3. Or maybe you put on events and you can’t
get enough people to show up or take
action at your event?
An old selling adage goes like this:
“facts tell… stories sell”

BB-aw-rp-succes.indd 1

The insatiable human appetite for
stories proves this. The sheer scale of the
story business proves the point – In 2012
there were 1.36 billion visits amounting to
£7billion of ﬁlm revenues and book sales
totalled £76 billion.

Here’s a proven solution
for you…
Use more stories.
The big question is how to construct
great stories in your marketing.
You currently spend time, money and
energy on marketing your business – you
use some (or all of) brochures, adverts,
website, events, a sales team and so on.
Continue to use them as before, but use
better words in a better way and you’ll
get better results.

When you put the power of stories to
work for you, your marketing results radically
improve.
Most business owners fail to share
powerful and valuable stories in their
marketing… preferring the safe harbour of
facts and ﬁgures – even though facts tell and
stories clearly sell!

‘Probably’ the best marketing
SUCCES checklist in the
world?
S = simple (and profound)
U = unexpected
C = concrete
C = credible
E = emotional
S = story

16/05/2014 14:42

This is an old story but one we’re proud of:
In 2010/11 our fee income from new A & B clients
increased by 60% on the previous year and we are
targeting a similar increase in 2012… In the current
economic climate this is something Hallidays is proud of
and much of the credit for this can be attributed to Paul
and Remarkable Practice.
Nigel Bennett, Hallidays, Stockport

Case study Examples
Over the page you’re about to see 3 case study stories.
1 about an accountant’s client (a doctors’ surgery) and
2 more Remarkable Practice examples.

Hansons, a long-established 3-director firm in Yorkshire
have started to use their stories to demonstrate how
good they are at working with doctor’s surgeries. On the
next page you’ll find an example of one of their case
study stories.

4

Sample short form case study from
Yorkshire firm Hansons:

Yorkshire GP
Accountant
marches
surgeryforward
is
in Hunterby
shocked
wellingtons…
cash flow failure…

The reputation of your doctor’s
surgery in your community must be
protected.
The worry of not paying everyone’s
salaries at the end of the month
would be a seriously stressful
situation...
This 15-year-old doctors’ surgery with
a staff of 21, including five practicing
GPs, couldn’t understand how it had
happened to them.
The practice was in very real financial
trouble and needed urgent support.
This case study shows how:
• The source of the cash flow problem
was quickly identified
• Bank support was secured and the
immediate salary payments resolved
• Better management processes were
installed to prevent it happening again.

Case Study 3 of 12
Services bought:
Team Training
Consulting
Business One Page Plan

Before you assess the next big mistake,
one that undermines the profitability
of most accountancy firms, check out
two little stories from firms we work
closely with.

5

Sample short form case study for
Remarkable Practice:

Success in accountancy
comes from client success…

Andrew Botham runs a healthy
accountancy practice in Accrington,
Lancashire.
Andrew and his team are obsessed
with the Business One Page Plan
(BOPP) and making it a success for
their business owner clients...
“Standing out from the crowd of
accountants is hard to do because
all accountants do the same stuff. To
business owners we all look the same.
So we’ve championed the BOPP and
have created a reputation for being more
than just accountants.
“Paul of Remarkable Practice runs a
BOPP workshop each year for us. At
the last event we were fortunate to win
£89,000 of fees which is a record for us.
The event was a real success”.

Case Study 11 of 12
Services bought:
Consulting
Paul as presenter
Business One Page Plan

Andrew Botham
Managing Director
Mayes Accountants

If you want to investigate putting the
Business One Page Plan to work in your
firm go here

6

Sample short form case study for
Remarkable Practice:

Golfing happiness is now
enjoyed by this accountant…

Neil King is managing partner
of this Derby-based, 2-partner
accountancy firm. He’s here
enjoying a round of golf at Morley
Hayes after a strategic away day…
“Worrying about client retention, team
issues and overdraft levels was once the
norm in our firm. Not anymore.
“I find it fascinating that since working
with Paul we have reduced turnover
but more than doubled profits. Our debt
has vanished and stress levels are under
control. It’s altogether a lot more fun.
“At the recent away day we did together
we all left the room with a clear plan of
what we are going to do over the next
12 months, and beyond… starting with
a round of golf (Paul came last!)”.
Neil King
Managing Director
Cedar & Co

Case Study 7 of 12
Services bought:
Consulting
Paul as presenter
Team Training

BIG MISTAKE

3

FEES FOCUS

Neil King has managed
big mistake No.3 out of
this accountancy firm. He
has started to seriously
see the wood for the
trees in his accountancy
firm, and is enjoying
more golf as a result!
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Avoid BIG MISTAKE No.3
Focus on fees rather than profits and
you’ll make less profit than you could

If you’re obsessed with growing fees in your practice then you won’t
see the wood for the trees…
You know the phrase about not seeing the wood for the
trees?

A fees obsession is too naïve as you know. But are your
discussions in your firm dominated by fees or profits?

closer to the 13 and establishing ways of winning
other clients of such value and profitability.

This big mistake is about focusing on fees, instead of
wholeheartedly focusing on your profits.

Take the last two bullet points above. One partner
might be treated as a brilliant ambassador for the firm
by winning £102,000 of new fees whilst another has
disappointingly brought in just £45,000 of new fees.
But the £45,000 could be generating 70% gross margin
whilst the £100,000 generates only 20% gross margin.

[NB identity of this London-based firm is protected due
to the commercially sensitive nature of this information.]

It amazes me that more discussion and action does not
revolve around increasing profitability in accountancy
firms.
Is it simply because focusing on fees is easier?
Or is it because the conversations in your firm are
habitually dominated by fees?

Here are some accountancy firms’
‘conversation’ examples you might
recognise:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You might consider buying a block of fees for 1.1 x GRF
Recovery rates (as a percentage of fees)
Write offs (as a percentage of fees)
WIP (measured in fees)
New client fees won
Additional fees from selling more services to existing
clients
One partner has won more fees than another partner
One partner or manager has a greater fee portfolio
than another

A two-partner £1m+ firm discovered the
profit balance pays off:
This two-partner firm applied Richard Koch’s 8020 principle to their clients and realised that 13
clients were responsible for 1/3 of their fees and
substantially more of their annual profits.
This awareness of the main source of their
partner profits scared the living daylights out of
them!

Your KPIs, your partner meetings, your management
meetings and maybe even your team meetings need
to balance the fees obsession with a profit discussion. If
you don’t you’ll never see the wood for the trees. You’ll
never see the profits for the fees!
Get obsessed with profitable fees, not just fees. Just like
the firm above and just like Neil King did at Cedar & Co
(from the previous page).
You’ll find a free report describing 40 possible KPIs and why 12
of them are in your firm’s best interests. It’s from our
www.whyBOPP.com website which promotes best practice
around using KPIs for accountancy practices and for your
business owner clients too, go here.

Why?
Because they were spending less than 5% of
their time on these 13 clients and were running
a very great risk of losing these, their most
valuable clients.
Their ‘time-management’ has now shifted. They
are securing the firm’s future profits by getting

BIG MISTAKE

4

ACCOUNTS
FOCUS

Now, did you know that the type of
work you mostly do in your firm holds
you back and reduces your profits?
This is big mistake No.4…
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Avoid BIG MISTAKE No.4
Obsess about the technical work at the expense of client
relationships in your accountancy firm and you will fail

Another obsession accountants have leads you away from the profits
you could have…
The golden goose that laid the golden eggs is a powerful
metaphor and could be used here.
But a less well known of Aesop’s fables, from 2,500
years ago, about a stag, captures this terminal mistake
in a more dramatic way.
This mistake is so easy to correct it’s amazing every firm
hasn’t already done so. By correcting this mistake, many
firms we have worked with have seen profound changes
in results.
The stag in this fable realised too late, we hope you
don’t. The stag’s dying words were:
“Woe is me! How I have deceived myself!”

The Stag at the Pool
one of Aesop’s fables from 2500 years ago...
A Stag overpowered by heat came to a spring to
drink.
Seeing his own shadow reflected in the water,
he greatly admired the size and variety of his
horns, but felt angry with himself for having such
slender and weak feet.
While he was thus contemplating himself, a Lion
appeared at the pool and crouched to spring
upon him. The Stag immediately took flight, and

exerting his utmost speed, as long as the plain
was smooth and open, kept himself easily at a
safe distance from the Lion.
But entering a wood he became entangled by his
horns, and the Lion quickly came up to him and
caught him.
When too late, he thus reproached himself: “Woe
is me! How I have deceived myself! These feet
which would have saved me I despised, and I
gloried in these antlers which have proved my
destruction.”

And the moral is:
What is most valuable is often mostly underrated.
And so it is with accountancy firms.
•

•

The Stag’s horns were his undoing – an accountant’s
undoing is the obsession with the technical work of
accountancy (annual accounts, audit, management
accounts, etc.)
The Stag’s feet were his saviour, his most valuable
asset – as an accountant your client relationships
are your saviour, your client relationships are your
most valuable asset.

As a firm of accountants grows and gets busier, the time
and effort of the firm is invested more and more in the
technical work they have been hired to perform.
However, the technical work should not be done at
the expense of the relationship work. When you do,
(and most firms do); you risk losing your clients, you risk
losing your fees, and you risk losing your profits.
Too many surveys in the UK, Australia and the USA point
to the same primary reason for clients leaving a firm of
accountants:
“PERCEIVED INDIFFERENCE”
Only if you are seeing your clients a minimum 2, 3 or 4
times a year and calling them a similar number of times
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can you avoid the perceived indifference they might
otherwise feel.

And if you want to add something to your client relationship

The obsession with technical work, at the expense of
relationship work is big mistake No.4.

check out Business Bitesize – go here.

It’s all about balance…

the power of customer care go here. You’ll also get access to

Yes the technical work is necessary but it pales next to
protecting, nurturing and growing your relationships
with your clients.

some valuable customer-care support tools too.

plan that’s exclusive to your firm in your region (if still available)

If you want to get your hands on a land-mark story about

business breakthroughs
in minutes

Building closer, more meaningful and worthwhile
relationships with your clients will help you survive and
thrive (stag’s feet).

Wouldn’t it be great if you were
able to generate greater sales
and proﬁts with the help of your
customers? Even better if you
increase proﬁts without spending
another penny on sales and
marketing!
You intuitively know how
dangerous it is to take your
customers for granted. And
yet how many businesses do
you witness delivering average,
or even miserable customer
experiences?
Here’s a bitesize business
breakthrough to help you focus
on delivering a magical customer
experience. When you do, you
improve proﬁts because these
same customers buy again, buy
more, and buy more often. They
also tend to recommend you to
their friends and colleagues.

In a nutshell
Your customer care contact programme
determines your customer experience. Your
customer experience determines the success
of your business.

BB-aw-rp-caringc.indd 1

The instant you accept your No.1 focus is relationship
work and take action, the instant you avoid big mistake
No.4.
As long as you avoid having a ‘relationship plan’ for
every client, you’ll continue to leave untapped profits
sloshing around in your firm. Install a relationship plan
and you can turn those untapped profits into cash in your
bank. You’ll also create a more stable and predictable
firm.

www.remarkablepractice.com
01773 821689

How to make your profits
take off through caring
customer contact…

©Petr Student/Shutterstock

Getting better at annual accounts, audit and
management accounts will not help you survive and
thrive (stag’s horns).

When Jan Carlzon took over Scandinavian
Airlines (SAS) the business was making
multi-million losses and in worrying decline.
In just 12 months he turned the business
around. In one year earnings were up £60
million in a drastically slumping market
where other international airlines collectively
lost £1.5 billion.
One of the key elements of Carlzon’s

Here’s a proven solution
for you…
Focus your energy, your people and
your systems on delivering memorable
customer experiences.
Create magical moments to help
create loyal customers who end up
buying more, buy more often, and
recommend others to buy too.

turnaround was his unerring focus and
commitment to customer care.
Carlzon did a brilliant job of sharing
his very simple view of what makes SAS
successful.

A simple, powerful view of
business…
10 million customers a year typically come
into contact with 5 SAS employees. And each
contact lasts an average of 15 seconds. Here’s
Carlzon’s view:
“SAS is ‘created’ 50 million times a year,
15 seconds at a time.”
“These 50 million ‘moments of truth’ are
the moments that ultimately determine
whether SAS will succeed or fail as a
company. They are the moments when we
must prove to our customers that SAS is their
best alternative.”

26/03/2014 11:51

“Business Bitesize has helped me win a new client at
a fee of £5,200. They liked the reports and can see
we are serious about advising them rather than just
doing accounts. We’ve great comments back from other
prospects too; one consultant client said it was the best
‘newsletter’ he’d ever seen. We are certain Business
Bitesize pays off for our firm.”
Wayne Hockley, Anthony Russel Ltd, Braintree

It’s your call, but my recommendation is to avoid this
mistake, start admiring your feet more than your horns
and...
...Build a client relationship plan
BIG MISTAKE

5

SELLING
MISTAKE

And now for a big mistake that lots
of accountants want to avoid like the
plague… and reassuringly they should
avoid it like the plague!
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Avoid BIG MISTAKE No.5
Your firm will fail if you’re
seen to be selling yourself…

5

Selling is not a necessary evil, it just isn’t necessary for accountants…
Putting it another way, selling is counter-productive for
accountants!

clients advised them that they were joining a
competitive firm in the town!

As a self-confessed salesman I continue to struggle with
this one, but the story below demonstrates clearly how
selling can backfire for a trusted adviser.

The senior partner knew the MD well and in an
open and frank discussion discovered that the
MD was tired of being ‘sold’ the next new tax
scheme.

As a trusted adviser you MUST avoid being seen as a
salesperson.

This multi-partner firm in the Midlands
heard the warning shots too late:
The senior partner of this Midlands based firm
told me this insightful story.
The firm was proving to be successful at
generating additional (non-GRF) fees and profits
from special tax services with some of their high
value clients.
It was lucrative.
In fact it proved so lucrative that they were
happy to promote each new tax service that
came along to their clients. They believed they
would be doing their clients a disservice if they
did not make them aware of them.
Until...
...one of their large, profitable and long-standing

What he wanted was to feel properly looked
after, properly cared for and properly advised.
Not properly sold to.
They took their business elsewhere and this
senior partner learned an expensive and painful
lesson.
This business owner bought tax services from this
firm but got tired of being sold to.
The business owner wanted to be advised, and
not sold to.
The more the senior partner sold ‘stuff’ the less
he was seen as a trusted adviser. The less he was
seen as an adviser, guide, helper, the more he
was seen as a money-grabbing salesperson.
Conclusion: However useful and relevant any accountancy
service might be to a client (or prospect) your No.1 job
is to be your client’s trusted adviser.

Here’s the fix…
Change every reference from selling to helping your
prospects and helping your customers run a better,
more profitable, more enjoyable business.
• Also allow them to buy rather than selling them
stuff.
This might sound like semantics but it’s not.
•

Yes, it seems like a subtle shift but it’s not.
Your ethical and philosophical approach to your clients
and prospects shows up in the words you use and in the
actions you take:
•
•
•

It shows up in the way you prepare for meetings
It shows up in the way you present yourself
It shows up in the questions you ask

Do your No.1 job first
(Help them, advise them) and chances are you’ll be
speaking to your clients and prospects more often about
the things that matter to their business. You’ll be talking
about the things that are of real value to them. You’ll be
a genuine trusted adviser.

A valuable and rewarding outcome…
The way you build on your trusted role, as a trusted
adviser, is to… advise.
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Trust is a consequence of good advice.
Trust is a consequence of regular advice too.
Advise often and your clients will start buying more from
you, more often. You’ll make greater profits and be even
more proud of what you do. Clients will also recommend
you and your firm more often and even be happier
paying more for your existing services.
Remember that most importantly:

“Obviously from the start, there were countless quick
wins. Plus, slowly but surely, over the weeks, months
and years, we have implemented strategic decisions and
plans which have transformed our own mindsets. More
importantly, it has ensured that our firm has the ability to
deliver, over and above the competition.
The sessions with Paul are always refreshing, energising
and ultimately add massive value to the development of
the firm.”
Russell Payne, Russell Payne & Co, Lincoln

•

The quality of your questions (a key selling skill)
dictates how well you can help them
• Focusing on how you can help your clients overcome
the challenges they face means you’ll have no need
to sell features and benefits
And as a consequence you will do full justice to your
firm, your people, your services. You’ll grow your
reputation as a trusted adviser.
Don’t sell to your clients.
Help your clients.
Advise your clients.
If you want to get your hands on a 4-page report that helps you
‘ask better questions’ in a trusted adviser way go here.

business breakthroughs
in minutes

www.remarkablepractice.com
01773 821689

How to use the magic of
questions and get more
buyers to say yes…
Wouldn’t it be great if more
buyers said yes more often to
your proposal, your offer, and
your products?

Here’s a bitesize business
breakthrough you can start
implementing today and get
more ‘yes’ answers, more sales
and more profit as a result.

In a nutshell
When you ask prospective customers
smarter questions, in a smarter way, you’ll
improve your sales results.
Questions are something we all take for
granted. And yet we have not been taught
this essential skill for business – a skill to
transform your relationship building, your
conversations, your results.
Let me explain…
Asking the best questions, in the
best way and at the best time has huge
potential for changing the results you
achieve.
• Better questions improve the way people

BB-ed-abq-aw-rp.indd 1

©istock.com/FreshConcentrate

It’s disappointing, disheartening
and discouraging when you get a
warm prospect for your product,
or service and they don’t buy.
Even more so when you know it’s
right for them!
respond to you and your proposal
• Better questions change the way your
customers think, feel and behave
• Better questions better influence the
decisions people make – in your favour

Time for a question…
…if you agree with the ‘better question’
idea what should you do now?
Read on and discover some essential
insights into asking better questions, in a
better way.

Here’s a proven solution
for you…
The decisions that people make are
directly influenced by the questions you
ask.
Magic happens when you master the
simple science of asking great questions.

We love numbers but we can see the
magic in six masterly words of the English
language – aptly described by Rudyard
Kipling in his tale of ‘The Elephant’s Child’:
“I keep six honest serving-men
(They taught me all I knew);
Their names are What and Why and
When
And How and Where and Who.”
So, why are these six words the most
valuable in the English language?
Great questions give you control of a
conversation…
Kipling’s six serving men are the keys to
the control, the influence and the results
you seek.
Let’s start with ‘yes-tag’ questions…
Why ask a yes-tag question?

18/11/2013 11:30

BIG MISTAKE

6

IGNORE
CHANGE

And now for a big mistake that’s as
plain as the nose on your face. But when
things are going well this big mistake
can be responsible for your eventual
demise like it did for Kodak…
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BIG MISTAKE

6

Avoid BIG MISTAKE No.6
Fail to welcome and encourage change
& your firm will soon be irrelevant

Unless you start to welcome change and actively change the way you
do things, your firm is a ‘dead man walking’…
If you think for a second that a “business leopard can’t
change it’s spots”, you’ll eventually be consumed or
killed by a better, faster, more relevant competitor firm
of accountants.
In a fast changing business world, accepting the status
quo in your firm is a recipe for disaster.
Any firm who fails to welcome and encourage change in
their firm owns a dying firm.
Change is an ever-present, and the rate of change is
getting faster:
•

•

•

•

Desktops and laptops once dominated – now mobile
access is essential for doing business (is your website
optimised for mobile? Can clients get secure access to
their accounts on their phone?)
Once upon a time Sage was the dominant software
company for business owners – now online products
like Xero and Kashflow and QuickBooks are changing
everything (or have already changed everything!)
Technology continues to reduce the work accountants
do – payroll using RTI – online tax returns – OCRex –
Bankstream feeds – Receipt Bank – and these are but
a few of the recent changes you’ll recognise
Outsourcing is being used or tested by hundreds of
accountancy firms

•

And as already mentioned your competition is
getting stronger and now includes KPMG and PWC
who are now chasing even your smallest clients

To avoid this big mistake you must make change your
friend. Welcome change. Embrace change.

Just standing still even requires change!
When presenting at conferences and workshops you’ll
hear me suggest the following:

Just to stand still you must welcome change.
Encourage change.
Make change your friend.

Yes change is tough but if you want to see how Jerry Sternin
of Save the Children profoundly changed the lives of 2.2million
people in vietnam (without a budget and a country’s
government dead-set against him) go here.

“If you always do what you’ve always done.”
“You’ll always get what you’ve always got.”

But this statement is entirely wrong…
If you always do what you’ve always done you’ll get less
than you used to. The world changes around you, and if
you stand still, you’ll become irrelevant and be of no use
to anyone. Just like Kodak…
Kodak once enjoyed a 90% share of the camera film
market and 70% profit margins. A little while back they
were bankrupt thanks to the rise of the digital camera
which, by the way, Kodak invented (they just chose not
to capitalise on the invention because things were going
so well!). Kodak ignored the change. Kodak died.

BIG MISTAKE

7

MEET
EXPECTATIONS

And with change in mind consider the
way your clients’ expectations increase
each year and avoid big mistake 7…
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BIG MISTAKE

7

Avoid BIG MISTAKE No.7
Deliver a satisfactory, what-was-expected, service
and you’ll only ever achieve mediocre results

Unless you do more than expected you’ll be seen as ordinary…
Doing a satisfactory job doesn’t help you
grow your firm…

and the amount of meetings and calls they receive
from you.

One way to deliver more than is expected is to share business
breakthrough ideas with your clients, prospects and introducers.

The number 1 source of converted new clients for
accountants is referrals (according to our research report
from 2014 – if you want a copy go here). In fact our
research, from 109 accountancy firms, suggests that
client referrals are 100% more effective at generating
converted new clients than anything else. This won’t be
a surprise to you I’m sure.

2. Then if you go about simply delivering more than
you promise you will deliver ‘worthy of notice’
experiences. And ‘worthy of notice’ experiences get
clients talking about you to other business owners.

You can do this in meetings, over the phone, by post or by email.

Both of these steps help you overcome big mistake No.7
and help you grow your firm.

work for you. This high-quality, business breakthrough content

So if you and your firm seriously want to grow faster, go
and get more client referrals.

Here’s 2 more than the 7 Big Mistakes you were
expecting...

But ‘satisfactory’ doesn’t get you referrals.

You were promised 7 big mistakes and solutions to these
big mistakes.

‘Satisfactory’ might not even get you client loyalty!

But we couldn’t call ourselves Remarkable Practice if we
delivered only 7 big mistakes.

If you want loyal clients, and if you want to get your
clients talking positively about you and your firm
DELIVER MORE THAN WAS EXPECTED TO YOUR CLIENTS.

To be worthy of notice we have to deliver more than you
were expecting.

To help you must consider three types of expectations
with your clients: speeds of delivery, services bought,

Business Bitesize delivers high-value content with little or no
is only available to one firm per geographical area (so none of
your local competitors can use it in your area).

Doing what was expected is often seen as mildly
disappointing to your clients – partly because the world
is changing so fast and customer expectations of speed,
of quality, and of value, increase every year.

1. A good starting point is to ask your clients what their
expectations of you and your firm are.

What if you always had new, high-value content ready to share?

According to The Oxford English dictionary ‘remarkable’
is defined as being – worthy of notice.

So after you’ve realised the power of big mistake 7,
you’ve got another 2 big mistakes from which you can
get even more value.

To find out more go here.
“It’s important to know that other accountants around us
aren’t providing the same thing. If our prospects, clients
and introducers can only get Business Bitesize from us,
it differentiates us from all the other accountants in our
area.”
Clive Wilson, MHI Accountants, Rickmansworth

BIG MISTAKE BIG MISTAKE

8 9

BUILD
PLAN AHEAD
FOUNDATIONS

Are you easily led astray?
Big mistake No.8 requires a big
commitment it also requires a
focus on the solution to
big mistake No.9 too…
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BIG MISTAKE

8

Avoid BIG MISTAKE No.8
Choose quick-fix strategies rather than building strong foundations of
sustainable success and you jeopardise future profits and capital value

It’s easy to follow the hot topic of the moment at the expense of
improving the fundamentals of good business practice…
This is about doing the hard and dirty miles of good
business practice (tortoise)...

What are the foundations needed for an accountancy
firm to grow sustainably?

...rather than chasing the next quick and easy solution to
your business ails (hare).

13 years and 1000s of meetings with accountancy firms
suggest that your firm has 6 types of grass roots:

Unromantic this may be.

1. Remarkable leadership processes

But laying the foundations of healthy business, patiently
and persistently (habitually), will set you up for long
term, sustainable success.

2. Remarkable teamwork processes

You’ll find bamboo in the artwork on this report because
of the power of the grass roots of Phyllostachys
bambusoides, one of the most successful species of
bamboo. This species is so successful because:
•
•

•
•

The roots take 2-3 years to fully establish
The bamboo then grows to twice the height of a
2-story house in one growing season – over 70 feet
tall. Up to 119cm growth in 24 hours all because it’s
got such strong grass roots.
And did you know that the tensile strength of
bamboo is higher than that of steel?
And a bamboo grove is the safest place to be when
an earthquake hits

3. Remarkable practice management processes
4. Remarkable marketing processes

•
•
•
•

•
•

You must help your clients more
You must have your story told by your clients
You must seek profitable ‘fees’ rather than narrowly
chasing just ‘fees’
You must put the relationship work with clients first
(not just be obsessed with doing the technical work
of accountancy)
You must do more than your clients are expecting
You must make progress on the 6 fundamental grass
roots of sustainable profit growth

5. Remarkable selling (helping) processes
6. Remarkable measurement processes
Yes you can chase after the next big marketing
opportunity, whether it’s RTI, a new tax scheme, autoenrolment, Xero or the next big thing. But what’s your
firm’s plan for getting better at these six business
foundations in the coming 6-12 months?

If you want to have a long hard look at the 6 fundamentals in
your practice please feel free to book a call with Paul by calling
or emailing nickie@remarkablepractice.com.
Or have a look at the 9-CD audio training programme we put
together to help you put the 6 fundamentals of business into
your firm go here.

I’m not arguing against being opportunistic. I’m
suggesting the (tortoise-like) foundations of success
should not be ignored in favour of chasing opportunistic
(hare-like) projects.

Bamboo and accountancy firms…

Not surprisingly, to install strong grass roots in your
accountancy practice…

What are the grass roots of growth for accountancy
firms?

•
•

You must take habitual action
You must do something different, welcome change

BIG MISTAKE

9

PLAN AHEAD

This leads neatly onto avoiding
big mistake No.9 so that you can feel
a sense of control and certainty about
your firm’s future...
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BIG MISTAKE

9

Avoid BIG MISTAKE No.9
You’ve heard it before but it’s still vital to
success – “fail to plan and you plan to fail”

If you were a scuba diver this mistake would kill you.
It can also kill your accountancy firm...
This is definitely one mistake to avoid, but so few firms
manage to do so.
If a deep sea diver does not have a crystal clear, well
thought out, well timed plan then, the chances are, she
will end up as fish food.
Similarly if the same diver had such a well thought out
plan but failed to follow the plan she would also end up
as fish food!
Hence deep sea divers have two simple rules that
ensure their survival:
1. PLAN THE DIVE
2. DIVE THE PLAN

What’s your well thought out plan for your
accountancy firm?
Through the consulting work we’ve done over the last 13
or more years with accountancy firms we’ve discovered
the 4 components of an effective plan.
When you have all 4 components showing up you can
confidently say you have a plan that’s worth following.

4 components of an effective plan…
1. What’s your goal or goals?
2. What’s the plan (big picture) and specific, habitual,

actions needed for your plan to actually happen?
3. What diary time is allocated to the actions?
4. What KPIs are you reporting on so you can see your
plan is working?
A successful plan does not gather dust hiding in a
drawer. A successful plan gets you what you want for
your firm, your people, your clients and yourself.
The tool we use is the Business One Page Plan
(BOPP), which helps drive good fundamental business
foundations into your business. BOPP has proved to work
for all types of businesses and is used whenever we can
persuade the partners of accountancy firms to use it.

If you want to have a look at how you can use a Business One
Page Plan for your accountancy firm or help your business owner
clients do the same check out www.whybopp.com

Next steps - look further...
Too many owners of accountancy firms do not have
anyone holding them to account. They don’t have
anyone to use as a sounding board for their goals and
plans and ideas.
If you prefer not to go it alone and would value the input
of an ‘outsider’ on your management board or around
a specific project you’re working on please check out
what other firms have experienced working directly
with Paul go here. And, if you’d like, you can book a
call with Paul by calling (01773) 821689 or emailing
nickie@remarkablepractice.com

On the remaining pages you’ll find details of the products
and services mentioned in this report. Please email
nickie@remarkablepractice.com with any questions you
may have.

Alternatively work out your own way to have all 4
components of successful business planning show up in
your firm.
Then use the solutions provided in this report to fix or
avoid the 9 big mistakes accountants make and you’ll
be on your way to a brighter and more certain and
sustainable future for your firm.
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BIG MISTAKE

BIG MISTAKE
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BIG MISTAKE

BIG MISTAKE
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BIG MISTAKE

BIG MISTAKE

BIG MISTAKE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
MEET
BUILD
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EXPECTATIONS FOUNDATIONS

LOOK
FURTHER

So now you have the 9 big mistakes that cost accountants a fortune in
lost sales, lost profits and lost personal cash and how you avoid them…
Avoid any one of these mistakes and your firm can be more profitable than it is now.
And we suggest you focus on just one of these at a time because…

…less is more
You have a lot on your plate managing your firm, so work on the easiest of the
mistakes below and make some progress in your firm, make some change, take some
action, and start your journey towards remarkable practice and remarkable results.
BIG MISTAKE

1

BIG MISTAKE

2

AVOID BIG MISTAKE No.1 Make sure you take (habitual) action when you see
something you know you should do
AVOID BIG MISTAKE No.2 Stop wasting time, effort and energy telling everyone
how good you are, get your clients to do it for you

BIG MISTAKE

AVOID BIG MISTAKE No.3 Don’t focus on fees, focus on profits, and you’ll avoid
missing out on the profits you should be earning

BIG MISTAKE

AVOID BIG MISTAKE No.4 Don’t focus on the technical work in your accountancy
firm or your firm will fail. Focus on the client relationship work

3

4

BIG MISTAKE

5

BIG MISTAKE

6

AVOID BIG MISTAKE No.5 Your firm will fail to win new clients or cross-sell extra
services if you’re seen to be selling! So make sure you set out to ‘help’ clients
and prospects instead
AVOID BIG MISTAKE No.6 Fail to welcome and encourage change and your firm
will soon be irrelevant. Embrace change wholeheartedly

BIG MISTAKE

AVOID BIG MISTAKE No.7 Deliver a satisfactory, what-was-expected service and
you’ll only ever achieve mediocre results. You must exceed client expectations
to achieve your growth and profit goals

BIG MISTAKE

AVOID BIG MISTAKE No.8 Choose quick-fix strategies rather than building strong
foundations of sustainable success and you jeopardise future profits and capital
value. Work on the 6 fundamental ‘grass roots’ of great accountancy business
practice

BIG MISTAKE

AVOID BIG MISTAKE No.9 You’ve heard it before but it’s still vital to success – ‘fail
to plan and you plan to fail’. Get your 4-part success plan working for your firm

7

8

9

Wishing you remarkable success

Paul Shrimpling
Owner, editor and publisher of Remarkable Practice, Business Bitesize and The 7 Big Mistakes Report.

PS: If you are a firm of ambitious accountants, and can see value in seeking help to achieve
remarkable results, simply email nickie@remarkablepractice.com to organise an initial discussion
with Paul Shrimpling.
PPS: For regular updates go to www.remarkablepractice.com/blog and discover more insights into
how to make your accountancy firm remarkable.
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10 Want to find out more?
LOOK
FURTHER

Business Bitesize for Accountants
Here’s how Bitesize looks for a selection of firms

Secure a competitive advantage for your accountancy firm by getting
the regional exclusivity for Business Bitesize in your area.
What is Business Bitesize? Business breakthrough reports your
clients will love you for, your prospects will want more of, and your
introducers will want to share with their all their contacts…
Business Bitesize will only be of interest to your firm if you see
your firm providing value-added advice as well as compliance
accountancy services. Business Bitesize is a regular ‘business
breakthrough’ report about how to solve business challenges
most business owners face at some time or other (which is why
the Bitesize reports are valued by your clients, prospects and
introducers).

A selection of Bitesize reports

40 exclusive regions have already gone to 40 firms at the time of
publishing this report. Click the link below and you’ll see the firms
who have already secured Bitesize for their firm in their area, and
whether your region is still available or not.

“As well as being another method
of communication, Business
Bitesize actually delivers value
to the people who read it. And
because of that we find that we get a really
good response from our customers and
contacts.”
Andrew Price , Andrew Price & Co, Torquay

“Business Bitesize puts in a very
clear way what can be drawn from
specific business challenges in any
business and how it can be applied
in your own.”
Clive Wilson, MHI Accountants, Rickmansworth

Is your firm’s area still available?
Find out more here http://bit.ly/BBS4A
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10 Want to find out more?
LOOK
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Business One Page Plan
Put KPIs to work for your accountancy practice and for your business
owner clients too.
Why wouldn’t an accountant use their knowledge of numbers to
help clients master their KPIs?
Get your hands on a free report about the handful of KPIs you
and your firm should be measuring, and to see when we are next
running a Business One Page Plan event click this link…
Find out more here: http://bit.ly/WhyBopp2

“We’ve now got more than 30
business owners on the Business
One Page Plan. What’s great is
clients love it and our team love it
too . We have worked closely with Paul and
now get him to do the keynote presentation
at our annual BOPP event to around 50
business owners. From the last event we
were fortunate to win £89,000 of fees
which is a record for us. The event was a
real success.”
Andrew Botham, Mayes Accountants, Accrington

Bamboo Marketing for Accountants
The route map to marketing success for accountants in practice.
9 CDs give you access to a vast amount of Paul’s marketing and
selling knowledge, experience and insight.
The insights are practical not theoretical.
The insights are specific to accountants.
You take profitable
marketing action
and improve
partner profits

The stories are all about accountants who prove these insights
payoff in fees, profits and capital value.

“Bamboo Marketing is an essential
part of the marketing toolkit for
any forward-looking accountancy
firm. Anybody who wants to grow
their practise in a systematic and yet common
sense, down-to-earth way should be taking
on board the Bamboo Marketing strategies.”
Sean Farnell, Burgis Bullock

If they don’t then Paul insists you ask for your money back.
Find out more here: http://bit.ly/BambooMarketing4Accountants
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Case Studies for accountants
The reputation of your
doctor’s surgery in
your community must
be protected.
The worry of not paying
everyone’s salaries at
the end of the month
would be a seriously
stressful situation...
This 15-year-old doctors’ surgery with
a staff of 21, including five practicing
GPs, couldn’t understand how it had
happened to them.
The practice was in very real financial
trouble and needed urgent support.
Over the page you can discover how:
• The source of the cash flow problem
was quickly identified

Capturing and using the most powerful evidence your firm has to
win new clients and cross-sell additional services.

Yorkshire GP surgery is
shocked by cash flow failure…
At this long-established Yorkshire medical practice
something was seriously wrong… paying everyone’s
salaries at the end of the month looked highly unlikely.

Could they get the bank’s support?

This shouldn’t happen to a 15-year-old doctors’ surgery with
a staff of 21 including five practicing GPs. The five GPs were
struggling to understand why their finances were so seriously
out of sync. The starting point was their new practice manager.
He couldn’t fully explain why funds weren’t available.
The practice was in very real financial trouble.

Jean verbally agreed with the bank a provisional
overdraft of £100,000. The financial case was presented
and the bank made funds available a few days later.

THE BIG QUESTION:

Next for Jean and the senior partner was to resolve the
PCT payments and make sure the overdraft covered
everything in the coming months.

Was it fraud or just incompetence?

Quick to respond…
Late one Tuesday afternoon, not wanting to go home for another
sleepless night, the senior partner called their accountant, Jean.

Before Thursday was over Jean was on the phone to
the surgery’s bank manager.

Hurdle 1 overcome…
The surgery paid the monthly salaries of £29,000 on
time without it affecting their valued team.

Case Study

Yorkshire GP surgery is
shocked by cash flow failure...

• Jean reconciled PCT statements
• Jean even negotiated with the PCT to identify and
claim all monies owing

Getting the PCT to agree…

Luckily Jean was working late and took the call. It was quickly
clear the problem was serious. They arranged a meeting for
Thursday the same week.

Within 5 weeks the PCT agreed to substantial advance
payments. The senior partner visibly relaxed with the first
PCT payment of £45,000.

Tackling the big question first

Within 12 weeks of that first call to Jean all outstanding money
had been received from the PCT and the overdraft cleared.
Complete calm returned to the senior partner.

The first step, first thing Thursday, was to rule out fraud.
Two issues needed attention:
1. Account for all money coming into the practice
2. Examine spending for major increases

Reassurance was welcome…
By mid-morning coffee the senior partner was reassured
by Jean’s early findings:
• Fraud? Definitely not!

• Bank support was secured and the
immediate salary payments resolved

• Significant increase in practice expenses?
No, everything looked normal.

• Better management processes were
installed to prevent it happening again

• Payments from the PCT were missing.

There was still a big problem…
Paying salaries still looked impossible before the month end
because £92,000 was owed to the practice in unclaimed
entitlements from the PCT.
• 3 major claims for fixed price enhanced services had
not been paid
• PCT payment dates had been adjusted to half yearly in arrears
• Claims for locum cover for maternity leave had been
claimed late
• GP reimbursement related claims and other services were
also claimed late

You, like most firms, may have mastered the use of testimonials in
your marketing and selling activities.

• Jean created a cash flow plan

The surgery had worked with Jean for a year. The senior
partner had seen her depth of knowledge at a recent GPspecific event. Surely, hopefully, Jean could help them out.

But there’s another deeper level that can help you increase
enquiries and increase the conversion of new clients.

YORKSHIRE GP SURGERY IS SAFE AGAIN…
• Rapid response reassured the senior partner,
and the source of the cash flow problem was
quickly identified
• Bank support was secured and the immediate
salary payments resolved
• Better management processes were installed to
prevent it happening again

Never again…

“Paul has done a great job for us
focussing our efforts on what is
important in the business. He is
creative and has made a great
contribution to our marketing efforts.”
Ian Rodgers, The Profit Key, Ashby-de-la-Zouch

All that remained was for the practice manager to be shown
how to apply for relevant PCT funding within tight deadlines.
Life returned to normal at this Yorkshire doctors’ surgery.
Clearly having the right accountant pays off.

Your next steps…
To talk to Jean at Hansons about your medical practice simply
Letterhead Master - Chartered_Hansons 01/02/2011 14:59 Page 1
call 01977 552881. To find out more about Hansons you’ll
find us at www.hansons.uk.com/medical-accounts/

www.hansons.uk.com
T. 01977 552 881
F. 01977 510 392
info@hansons.uk.com

Hansons Chartered Accountants, St Oswald House,
St Oswald Street, Castleford, WF10 1DH
T. 01977 552 881 F. 01977 510 392
E. info@hansons.uk.com www.hansons.uk.com

Win more clients and sell more additional services
when you prove that you and your firm are worth
working with. Use case studies...

For prospects, clients and introducers your case studies provide a
brilliant sense of reassurance that you are the right firm for them –
if your case studies are well written and well-presented. They prove
you and your firm are worth working with...
Find out more here: http://bit.ly/CaseStudiesEnq

Marketing Audit for Accountants
St Oswald House, St Oswald Street, Castleford, West Yorkshire, WF10 1DH.
Registered to carry on audit work and regulated for a range of investment business activities by the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England & Wales. A list of Directors are available at the Registered Office.
Hansons is a trading name of PGU Accounting Limited. Registered in England No. 6162949.

This insightful report shows you what marketing generates
converted new clients for your firm and what doesn’t.
Remarkable Practice
Marketing Audit 2014
In the last 12 months which
marketing activities worked best
for most accountancy firms?

Marketing Audit 2014

Here’s your chance to compare your firm’s lead generation
performance with the results from 109 other accountancy firms.
Find out more here: http://bit.ly/MarketingAudit2014

“We’re going to be focussed on the
KPI’s and marketing activities your
report suggests and feel much
more confident that we’re now
on the right track for marketing Thompson
Wright. It’s £167 truly well spent.
Thank you.”
Richard Thompson, Thompson Wright,
Newcastle Under Lyme

Here’s your chance to compare your lead generation
performance with the results from 109 firms sharing
their marketing statistics.
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10 Want to find out more?
LOOK
FURTHER

Work 1-on-1 with Paul Shrimpling
Paul invests between 100 and 120 days each year in board
meetings with the owners of accountancy firms in a non-exec and
advisory role.
Almost all this work comes through word-of-mouth
recommendation.
If you’re an ambitious firm, ready and willing to take committed
action then you might benefit from working with Paul. Paul’s
experience stretches from multi-partner, multi-office, multi-million
pound practices to go-ahead sole practitioners. If you like the idea
of Paul acting as advisor, catalyst-for-change, sounding board for
key decisions or as a driver for growth in your firm then please get
in touch. The first step will be setting up a phone call.
Please email nickie@remarkablepractice.com

“The thing about this sequence
of meetings with Paul and the
follow-up calls, is that after only 3
months, the landscape looks much
clearer for us all. It is almost as if, for the
first time we have had our heads lifted up,
and can see the the opportunities for change
which previously had been buried.”
Nick Price, EuraAudit, Harrogate

“Paul is one of the few people
who really understands
accountancy. He has helped us
really understand the core issues
of marketing our practice. So much so we
now help our clients with marketing!”
Rob Walsh, Clear Vision Accountancy Group

Are you sick and tired of ‘AVERAGE’ sales and
marketing results at your firm? Consult with Paul
and you tap into a depth of knowledge, experience
and insight.

“In 2010/11 our fee income from
new A & B clients increased by
60% on the previous year and we
are targeting a similar increase this
year… In the current economic climate this is
something Hallidays is proud of and much of
the credit for this can be attributed to Paul
and Remarkable Practice.”
Nigel Bennett, Hallidays, Stockport
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Working with Remarkable Practice pays off for accountancy firms...
“We have worked with Paul as our business coach for
around 10 months, but recently engaged him to deliver
the main presentation at our Business One Page Plan
(BOPP) event. What a great decision!
“Paul delivered an enthusiastic, stimulating, inspiring and challenging
presentation whilst still managing to inject real fun in to the room.
Quite an achievement.
“The feedback from the delegates was overwhelmingly positive with
95% rating the quality of his presentation as outstanding, excellent
or very good.
“We set some clear goals for the event. Our primary goal was to host
an inspiring and engaging event as part of our core desire to be proud
of the difference we make together. Paul aided the achievement of
this goal immensely. A secondary goal was to create a number of
follow on meetings with our delegates and we exceeded our original
expectations greatly.
“We are convinced that there are very few speakers around of Paul’s
calibre, and given his strength of knowledge of the BOPP and the
power it has I would have no hesitation in highly recommending to
others that they hire his services if they run a similar event. ”
Ian Main, Stark Main & Co Ltd, Selkirk

“The most important thing for me was that, we all left the
room with a clear plan of what we are going to do over
the next 12 months, and beyond… The three of us now
have specific things to do that all dovetail towards our
goals and the business goals, we also know that these things are to
be measured and reported on – a must!
“I know we meet up quarterly for our board meetings and look at
things in those meetings and indeed map things out and get things
done, but for me, this meeting was different as there were more
issues to get out on the table and sort out - this we absolutely
achieved and wouldn’t have done without your input.”
Neil King, Cedar & Co, Derby

“Paul’s energy, commitment and passion to help you and
your business succeed are second to none.
“Working with Paul over the last year we have made
great progress and I am looking forward to an exciting
year ahead.

“Just speaking with Paul will renew enthusiasm for what’s
possible in your business. Take the decision to work with
him and based on my experience you won’t be disappointed.”
Clive Wilson, MHI Accountants, Rickmansworth

“In the short time that I have worked with Paul, he has
made a significant positive impact on our accountancy
business. Paul is extremely knowledgeable and his advice
has been invaluable. If you are serious about growing your
accountancy firm and taking the necessary action to achieve your
goals, I would not hesitate to recommend Paul.”

“From the last event we were fortunate to win £89,000 of fees which
is a record for us. The event was a real success.”
Andrew Botham, Mayes Accountants, Accrington

“Business Bitesize is such a good marketing tool, that we
don’t want anybody else to use it in our area. Because
it really is a differentiator. The response that we get is
great. We don’t want it to be diluted by having other
accountants sending this to our professional contacts, or our clients,
or our prospects. As well as sending it to our clients and introducers,
we actually put copies of Business Bitesize in the folders that we give
out to people attending events.”
Andrew Price, Andrew Price & Co, Torquay

“Every accountancy business needs Paul Shrimpling and I would
highly recommend him.”
Elinor Perry, Pentlands Accountants, Tax & Business Advisors, Coventry

“I continue to be impressed by the energy and enthusiasm
with which Paul challenges, inspires and guides.

“We’ve now got more than 30 business owners on the
Business One Page Plan. What’s great is clients love it and
our team love it too. “We have worked closely with Paul
and now get him to do the keynote presentation at our
annual BOPP event to around 50 business owners.

“Paul’s approach invites us to develop focused action/
systemisation as the weekly game progresses. I didn’t
have to say much to the team. We have found that some
of the answers were already within us. As a result,
since they have willingly bought in, progress has been remarkable.
Implementation has become a pleasure, rather than just an intention.
“There’s a load of work and changes to embrace still, and not all of it
pretty, but the clarity of what needs to be done, as a direct result of
his asssitance, both demands and quickly receives positive and clinical
action - Do it NOW!”
Nick Price, EuraAudit, Harrogate

“I just wanted to thank you for running what was a very
productive marketing workshop with our ten Directors,
plus Keith & Hazel. I’m not sure we have ever received
such a positive reaction from the whole group, and what
made it even more satisfying for me was that the ones we thought
would be cynical, were anything but! A great achievement, which
bodes well for the future.
“For me the most important outcome was that we have some key
actions that we can now focus on. The hard part will be putting it
into practice, but you have laid a great foundation for us with agreed
actions, timescales applied and people responsible for making it
happen. We’re already well on with the client grading process and we’ll
be agreeing the next steps and the measuring process at Monday’s
catch up meeting. Of course the proof of the pudding will be over the
next few weeks, but we all feel we have made a great start.”
Laurie Riley, Dyke Yaxley Chartered Accountants, Shrewsbury

Joe Sole, Sole Associates, West Byfleet
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